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Include Biblical Worldview Study to 
Homeschool Lesson Plans in 2022/2023 
EVANS, GA. — The weather is getting warmer; the trees are blooming; and curriculum planning for the 
2022/2023 school year is on your to-do list. Foundation Worldview is encouraging Christian homeschoolers 
to make sure biblical worldview education is on their radar for the 2022/2023 school year. 

“When choosing a Christian homeschooling curriculum, it is important to either choose a curriculum that 
includes critical worldview analysis or to supplement with a curriculum that can meet this need,” Elizabeth 
Urbanowicz, Founder and CEO of Foundation Worldview, said.

Urbanowicz said there are a lot of publishing companies out there that are good at marketing their curricula as 
biblical worldview materials but sometimes that’s all it is—marketing.

“Don’t just trust that a curriculum stems from a biblical worldview simply because those buzzwords are 
plastered all over a company’s website or promo materials,” Urbanowicz said. “Call the company and ask if 
they can give you a few basic examples of how multiplication, literature, or history are taught from a biblical 
worldview. If their answer involves Bible verses in the textbooks, but lacks any specific examples of how 
students are critically thinking through the content from a worldview perspective, it would be wise to either 
choose another company or add in a supplemental curriculum.”

No matter where parents are in their homeschooling journey, Foundation Worldview offers supplemental 
biblical worldview resources. Foundation Worldview has developed curricula for children, beginning at age 4 
on up to age 14. This curricula “transforms the way kids think - equipping them to carefully evaluate every idea 
they encounter and understand the truth of the Christian worldview.” Foundation Worldview wants to help 
parents and educators in the 2022/2023 school year as they help children understand truth. 

“Whether you have dreamed of homeschooling your children since you were five or this was a last-minute and 
unexpected decision, homeschooling provides an incredible opportunity to continue equipping your children 
to think, love, and act in ways that align with God’s design,” Urbanowicz said.

Visit www.foundationworldview.com for more information on the curricula. Contact Renee Reithel at renee@
foundationworldview.com to request an interview with Urbanowicz or for more information on the important 
work Foundation Worldview is doing.

###

Foundation Worldview develops curricula that equip children to carefully evaluate every idea they encounter 
and understand the truth of the Christian worldview. The curricula transform the way children think about the 

world around them.  


